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ABSTRACT

Increased popularity of microblogs in recent years
brings about a need for better mechanisms to extract
credible or otherwise useful information from noisy
and large data. While there are a great number
of studies that introduce methods to find credible
data, there is no accepted credibility benchmark.
As a result, it is hard to compare different studies
and generalize from their findings. In this paper,
we argue for a methodology for making such studies
more useful to the research community. First, the
underlying ground truth values of credibility must
be reliable. The specific constructs used to define
credibility must be carefully identified. Secondly, the
underlying network context must be quantified and
documented. To illustrate these two points, we con-
duct a unique credibility study of two different data
sets on the same topic, but with different network
characteristics. We also conduct two different user
surveys, and construct two additional indicators of
credibility based on retweet behavior. Through a
detailed statistical study, we first show that survey
based methods can be extremely noisy and results
may vary greatly from survey to survey. However, by
combining such methods with retweet behavior, we
can incorporate two signals that are noisy but uncor-
related, resulting in ground truth measures that can
be predicted with high accuracy and are stable across
different data sets and survey methods. Newswor-
thiness of tweets can be a useful frame for specific
applications, but it is not necessary for achieving
reliable credibility ground truth measurements. We
also show that the underlying model for predicting
credibility can differ depending on the underlying
network context, which needs to be clearly identified
and reported in credibility studies to improve their
impact.

I INTRODUCTION

Increased popularity of microblogs in recent years
brings about a need for better mechanisms to ex-

tract credible or otherwise useful information from
noisy and large data. While there are a great num-
ber of studies that introduce methods to find credi-
ble data, there is no accepted credibility benchmark.
As a result, it is hard to compare different studies
and generalize from their findings. What are the de-
sired properties of a credibility study? First of all,
the exact definition of credibility must be made very
clear by defining the underlying construct of credibil-
ity and the classes of credible and not credible mes-
sages. Methods to measure and obtain this ground
truth must be justified. These methods must be ro-
bust, giving predictable results over repeated exper-
iments. Obviously, the main purpose of a credibility
study is to find models that can predict credibility
with high accuracy and study the important features
in such models. These models must also significantly
improve on the baseline of random prediction espe-
cially in imbalanced prediction tasks. We will refer to
a ground truth value as stable if it satisfies all these
requirements. Our hypothesis in this paper is that
credibility models trained using stable ground truth
measures are portable to multiple data sets and stud-
ies. To increase portability further, credibility stud-
ies must also identify the underlying network context
that shape how credibility is communicated. With-
out a stable definition of credibility, it is hard to judge
to which degree a credibility model presents a novel
scientific contribution.

Credibility is generally defined as the believability of
information [1, 2]. People judge credibility based on
many different constructs such as accuracy, objectiv-
ity, timeliness and reliability, and rely on different
cues like source credibility, social prominence and do-
main knowledge [3]. To which degree a credibility
cue is used depends strongly on the decision making
context [4]. Since credibility judgements are subjec-
tive, researchers must pay careful attention to the
way “ground truth” credibility data is collected. The
methods for obtaining ground truth may vary consid-
erably.
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User surveys for judging credibility are usually
unbiased, but unbiased and uninformed. Large-
scale online user surveys such as those on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk offer a direct way to measure cred-
ibility. As the raters of credibility tend not to know
the message senders and do not have knowledge about
the topic of the message, their ratings predominantly
rely on whether the message text looks believable.
The results of such studies can be extremely noisy
at a single tweet level simply because the amount of
information is too small to reliably assess credibil-
ity. Casual observations may not be as easy to clas-
sify as declarative statements. There is variation in
how surveys are conducted, but the general expec-
tation is that the survey results are unbiased except
for the bias introduced by the cues presented to the
raters such as the message sender’s social network or
the number of retweets for the message, and the way
credibility is framed in the survey. Definitions given
to the user or the other questions in the survey may
be used to frame which specific credibility construct
should be considered when judging the credibility of
the message. The surveys are also typically unin-
formed about the topic. As they are performed post-
hoc, they do not capture how credibility would have
been judged at the time of the message based on the
information that was available at that time.

In-network proxies for credibility are in-
formed, but noisy and biased. In network be-
havior at the time of the message is a good proxy for
credibility. For example, retweet behavior is often
used as an endorsement for the quality and interest-
ingness [5], and credibility [6] of the message. Given
a retweet may mean many different things, it is a
noisy factor. It can also be affected by other factors
such as the trust for the sender if the sender is known
personally, her reputation, information cascades and
corroboration in the network. Note that this type of
bias may actually improve the quality of credibility
judgments obtained from observed behavior. In addi-
tion, the behavior reflects how credible the message
was at the time it was sent, judged by people who
have a stake in a given topic. It also takes into ac-
count the level of uncertainty in the network. Some
messages may also be rumors that are later found to
be false, but the social media network may actively
stop rumors as well [7]. Overall, behavioral proxies
for credibility can be noisy, but they are also informed
by the knowledge of the senders and the topic.

Studies of credibility based on analysis of fac-
tors are incomplete if they do not introduce
meaningful controls. It is hard to compare and

use different studies due to lack of control variables
in these studies. The network characteristics and net-
work behavior differ greatly depending on the topic,
who participates in the discussion and the level of un-
certainty that exists at the time. There is little work
that investigates what these controls might be. As a
result of all these difficulties in determining ground
truth and measuring it within the proper context,
there are no benchmarks for credibility.

In this paper, we illustrate how to construct a stable
ground truth value by carefully considering pros and
cons of different ways to obtain it. To make this case,
we conduct a unique study. We collect two data sets
on the same topic, but from different perspectives.
The first one is on Hurricane Sandy, collected during
the storm. There is great uncertainty about what is
happening and in fact there are even reported cases
of misinformation being distributed [8]. The second
data set is for the relief effort after the storm, from a
period of lower uncertainty. Also, the network in the
second data set is much more connected as it is initi-
ated by people who have an existing social network.
It is likely that people who know each other talk dif-
ferently than those who talk to a general audience.

We construct different base ground truth values. We
consider two different surveys in which subjects are
shown different information about the same tweets.
This allows us to test to which degree credibility judg-
ments across different surveys are comparable and
how the survey method influences the results. We
also consider two different ways to quantify retweets,
overall and at the time of the message, capturing the
importance of the message at two different time gran-
ularities. We show that overall survey ratings for
individual tweets are hard to predict and can vary
greatly from survey to survey. Prediction of retweets
may vary from data set to data set. Overall, user
surveys and retweet behavior are noisy indicators of
credibility, but they are uncorrelated and provide dif-
ferent type of information.

Then, we show that it is possible to construct mul-
tiple sophisticated ground truth values by combining
individual base measures. We illustrate with exam-
ples how different definitions of credibility yield sig-
nificantly different but valid sets of messages. We
conduct a comprehensive study on the predictive ac-
curacy of these ground truth values across both data
sets. We show that it is possible to predict the cred-
ibility of individual tweets with accuracy values of
0.93-0.95 for different ground truth definitions, high-
est shown in the literature. Furthermore, the pre-
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diction improves significantly over the baseline. This
finding is true for both datasets, regardless of how the
survey is conducted, which lets us conclude that our
ground truth values are stable. We show that news-
worthiness of tweets can be a useful frame for spe-
cific applications, but it is not needed for constructing
ground truth values that can be predicted with high
accuracy. Furthermore, our combined ground truth
values are not only easier to predict, but also capture
the best aspects of credible information: judged cred-
ible by survey subjects and found interesting/relevant
within the network. We believe our method pro-
vides a step towards a more standardized approach
to studying credibility.

Our findings provide compelling evidence that re-
liable and meaningful credibility measurements can
be constructed by combining uncorrelated and noisy
measurements. We illustrate how in the following
sections.

II RELATED WORK

Due to the rising importance of social media sites,
especially Twitter, in disseminating news and infor-
mation, and organizing action in situations involving
high uncertainty such as social movements and nat-
ural disasters, information credibility on Twitter has
been studied extensively [1, 9, 10].

A great deal of studies concentrate on creating feature
based models. [1] studies the prediction of newswor-
thy topics and newsworthy topics that have credible
information. Whereas this work helps find topics or
Twitter hashtags with credible information, our work
aims to find the actual messages or tweets that have
credible information regardless of the topic. Other
work focuses on predicting influential users [11] or
experts [12]. These studies tend to offer a set of net-
work features and then report on the most predictive
ones. An important aspect of such work is that they
illustrate that it is possible to create highly predic-
tive models. However, there is little work that dis-
cusses how the credibility ground truth underlying
such work can be measured and what the pitfalls are.
This is the topic we concentrate on.

Most work concentrating on creating feature based
models of credibility rely on user surveys [1,6,12–15].
There is no uniform practice in conducting such sur-
veys. What should be shown to the users? For ex-
ample, it is well-known that many surface cues im-
pact credibility judgments [16] and including such
cues in surveys may bias the results. Given there

are many constructs for credibility, should a specific
construct of credibility be defined for the users before
the survey? Overall, judging the credibility of a sin-
gle tweet may be challenging given the short amount
of text available. How good are users in assessing
credibility of individual tweets? For example, work
in [1] first asks whether a topic is newsworthy. Then
within newsworthy topics, it samples a collection of
10 tweets, and asks the survey subjects whether the
group of tweets is credible or not. While such an ap-
proach reduces the uncertainty involved in judging a
single tweet, it does not provide credibility ratings
at the single tweet level. In fact, this approach is
useful for finding newsworthy topics in which there
are credible tweets. In contrast, we look at predict-
ing the credibility of individual tweets using features
studied in prior work. Amazon Turk is a frequently
used medium for user surveys. Prior work [17] has
found the results from this medium acceptable for
tasks involving a small number of annotations. This
is the medium we use in this paper as well.

A further specialization of research in feature-based
models examines topic-specific expertise in the net-
work. Liao et al. [18] focus on judgement and percep-
tion of expertise from novice and expert perspective.
Other researchers explore automated algorithms that
model and predict expertise [19] and [2]. A common
argument in these works is that since trust and cred-
ibility can vary across contexts, it is important to
segment the network into different contexts or “top-
ics” to achieve a more fine-grained understanding of
credibility in the network. A key challenge in mod-
eling topic-specific expertise in a complex network
is deciding on the manner in which the topic data is
collected [2]. Schall [20] highlight this by demonstrat-
ing a significant decay in topic similarity across hops
in the friend-follower network on Twitter. Canini et
al. [21] demonstrate how LDA ‘topic modeling’ algo-
rithms can help identify expertise and credibility at a
topic-specific granularity. Garcia Esparza [22] et al.
argue that the Twitter follower network itself should
be more topic-specific from the outset, and present a
novel tool called CatStream to support simple catego-
rization of information feeds on Twitter by expertise
of the message originator. All of these researchers
promote the concept of that segmentation of the net-
work by expertise and/or topic helps support better
information analysis. This paper presents a general
methodology for collection of ground truth credibility
information. We do not use a topic-specific approach,
however, this is an avenue we would like to investigate
in future work.
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In prior work, there is little focus on the limitations of
user surveys in determining content credibility which
is a topic we study in this paper. Furthermore, in ad-
dition to showing that credibility of individual tweets
can be predicted, we directly compare our findings
to the baseline which we take as being the propor-
tion of instances belonging to the majority class. Of-
ten in situations with great imbalance between pre-
dicted classes, the baseline may already be very high.
Furthermore, we directly study how stable credibil-
ity ratings are by conducting two such surveys on the
same messages. The results show that surveys alone
are not very useful for constructing predictive models.
We also show that it is possible to construct mean-
ingful ground truth values that can be predicted with
high accuracy by considering multiple constructs in
conjunction. To our knowledge, this is the first such
study in the literature.

The perceived credibility of the sources, especially
determined by how knowledgeable the sources are on
a topic, is frequently used to determine the credibil-
ity of a message [3]. Often rumors are suppressed
by those who are knowledgeable about a given topic
or user. Subjects of user surveys do not have ac-
cess to such information. One clear measure of how
other users view a message is their behavior towards
it in the network. Retweeting is one such behavior.
There is a growing body of work that aims to un-
derstand what is the underlying motivation behind
retweeting, whether a retweet can be considered a
type of endorsement of the credibility of a message.
For example, a study of Microsoft employees who are
Twitter users shows that a retweet is a significant
factor in the perceived credibility of messages [6].
Retweet behavior is also studied directly in [5], which
shows a variety of reasons of retweeting from amplify-
ing tweets to new audiences to publicly agreeing with
someone. Mustafaraj and Metaxas [23] show that in
political tweets, people tend to retweet information
that they directly agree with. Prior work has used
retweets as a proxy of the sender’s influence on the
retweeter [11], and of credibility based on the num-
ber of retweets [7]. Work has suggested the depth of a
retweet chain shows the relevance of the tweet to that
community [10]. Overall, prior work tends to agree
that a retweet is a type of endorsement of a tweet for
its credibility or interestingness. However, there is
no study that considers how retweet behavior might
be used to complement ground truth assessments of
credibility, which is what we study in this paper.

Another important problem is reporting on such cred-
ibility studies. Often such studies lack a clear study

of confounding factors. The importance of such fac-
tors has been discussed in the case of political dis-
course, e.g. the level of penetration of Twitter in a
specific area involved in the discussion [24], the type
of communities involved in the discussion such as the
polarization around the topics [23]. We show that
our method for predicting credibility is effective in
two different communities discussing the same topic,
but from different perspectives. We also show that
features predicted in both topics can be very differ-
ent, requiring appropriate controls when reporting on
feature based credibility models.

III CONTENT AND USER BASED FEA-
TURES

In this section, we describe the various features used
in our study. While some of the features are novel, the
rest have been proposed in prior work by us [2,25] and
others [1]. Our intention is to provide a set of features
comparable with other studies of credibility. How-
ever, we remove features that are highly correlated
with each other to increase the interpretability of the
results. Note that our intention is not to provide a set
of comprehensive features, but to give representative
features that cover the frequently studied categories
for user based and content based information. These
include user’s network, her behavior towards others,
typical content of her messages, the properties of the
message in question. Our features include most of
the top rated features in prior work [1].

Content based features evaluate the textual content
alone, whether the text contains mentions, urls, spe-
cific type of words, sentiments expressed and so on.
Note that when judging credibility, the importance
of the textual content cannot be disregarded [4]. For
example, information that appears plausible is much
more likely to be believed. Information that is famil-
iar to the information consumer can be remembered
quickly, and as a result may be judged more credible.
These types of heuristics are often employed when
judging credibility. In fact other cues such as the ex-
istence of cited sources (people or urls), whether it
was retweeted or not, may be used to infer the au-
thoritativeness of the message [3]. In fact, past work
shows the importance of such features [1, 2]. How-
ever, the way authority is communicated differs based
on who is speaking to whom. This well-studied no-
tion in social sciences has not been properly studied
in the credibility models. A person talking to pub-
lic will use terms that are easily understood by ev-
eryone. A person talking to their social circle will
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use words and expression that are known within the
circle. This distinction between tacit vs. implicit
knowledge is shown to be very relevant in many social
situations [26]. In our study involving two separate
datasets, we aim to test if this is indeed true in our
case. As we will show, one of the data sets comes
from a much more connected network for the same
topic. The list of content based features are given in
Table 1. Details on these features can be found in [2].

feature name description

char/word # chars/# words
question # question marks
excl exclamation marks
uppercase # uppercases in text
pronoun # pronouns (count by corpus)
smile # smile emoticons
frown # frown emoticons
url # urls
retweet RT in tweet text, 0: not retweeted, 1:

retweeted once, 2: multiple times
sentiment pos
sentiment neg

positive/negative word count based on
lexicon sourced from NLTKa

sentiment polarity (sentiment pos - sentiment neg)
num hashtag from entity metadata
num mention from entity metadata
ellipsis counting ellipsis sign(. . .)
news occurrence frequency of news sources
lex diversity proportion of unique words per tweet
dialog act type category: statement, system, greet, emo-

tion, ynquestion, whquestion, accept, bye,
emphasis, continuer, reject, yanswer, nan-
swer, clarify, other

news words NLTK corpus of news article terms
(sourced from Reuters), count of occur-
rence

chat words AOL messenger corpus, count of occur-
rence

Table 1: The set of content-based Twitter features
analyzed in our evaluation.

aNLTK: Python Natural Language Processing Toolkit.

User based, social features try to assess the credibility
or expertise of a person by the size of their network.
The number of friends gives one access to diverse in-
formation, while number of followers allows them to
distribute information widely. In addition, number
of followers is an endorsement of the importance of a
person in the network. There are many studies that
elaborate on the importance of these features [12,25].
Often, they signal reputation which serves as a proxy
for competence or expertise [12]. The age informa-
tion, i.e. number of years one has been on Twitter
impacts the network of a person as older users are
likely to be more central in the overall Twitter net-
work.

In addition, it is possible to develop user features

based on how the user behaves in the network and
even more importantly how the user’s followers be-
have towards the user. Often behavior from both
the sender’s and receiver’s perspective reveals more
detailed information than the simple structural in-
formation. In prior work [25], we show that behav-
ior differs towards friends versus acquaintances. All
our behavioral features are computed based on the
statistical properties of behavior between pairs of in-
dividuals without considering message content. We
compute them using only the topic based collection,
hence their computation does not create an additional
cost.

feature name description

u-friend/
u-follower

# friends/followers (log)

u-age # years on Twitter
u-bal soc ratio of follower to friends
u-
default image

user has default image or not (0/1)

u-url/ u-
mention

mean # urls /mentions in tweets

favorite-count # tweets favorited
u-hashtag mean # hashtags in tweets
u-length mean text length in tweets
u-balance mean balance of number of followers
u-conv-balance mean balance of conversations
u-tweets/
u-favorite

# of tweets / tweets favorited

u-time mean time between tweets
u-directed-
ratio

# directed tweets/#broadcast tweets

u-retweet-ratio # retweets/#tweets
u-prop-from # users the user propagates from
u-prop-to # users that propagate the user
u-convers-with # users that converse with the user
u-propagated-
tweets

# tweets propagated by other users

u-propagation-
energy

amount of propagation energy spent on
this user by others

u-worthiness proportion of user’s tweets found worthy
of propagation by others

u-conv mean # conversations
ss length avg length of chain-like behavior
ss friends ss length * avg number of friends (log)
ss followers ss length * avg number of followers (log)

Table 2: The set of user-based Twitter features ana-
lyzed in our evaluation.

Propagation type behavior by followers of a person
combined with high number of followers, assortativ-
ity (balance of the number of friends and followers
computed by entropy) are signals for asymmetric re-
lationships that are signals of reputation [25]. Con-
versation type behavior and reciprocity of messages
are a signal of friendship. For each pair, we seek at
least one directed message in each direction. We then
aggregate features for each user across all the friends
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and followers to find the mean behavior for each user.
Note that propagation in our features is not actual
retweet behavior as we do not consider message con-
tent. It finds pairs of messages that statistically ap-
pear to be propagations [27]. Table 2 summarizes all
the user features in our study.

For conversation based features, we look for a se-
quence of directed messages that appear close enough
in time compared to the rest to be considered a unit.
For propagation-like behavior, we consider the timing
of the messages from a user A to a user B, and use a
linear time maximum matching algorithm developed
in [28] between B’s incoming and outgoing messages
satisfying a causality constraint with respect to time.
A propagation-like behavior does not necessarily rep-
resent a retweet. If there are a lot of actions in which
B appears to propagate from A, we can conclude that
B receives a lot of messages from A and sends out a
lot of messages. As a result, B is a good conduit. To
further emphasize this concept, we compute chains of
these behaviors and find the average length of such
chains, which we will call social strength, ss for short.
We also compute for each chain originating at node
A, the average number of friends or followers along
the chain multiplied by the length of the chain. We
average these values and call it ss friends (and simi-
larly for followers). All ss features represent how well
a node is as a conduit in the whole network. Details
of behavioral features can be found in [25].

IV COLLECTION AND ANNOTATION
OF TWITTER DATA

In this paper, we introduce a unique comparative
study of two different data sets on the same topic,
Hurricane Sandy. The first dataset FR was collected
during Hurricane Sandy using keywords “#sandy”
and “#frankenstorm”, two keywords commonly used
for the hurricane. The second data set OS was col-
lected right after the Hurricane using keyword “#oc-
cupysandy”. Occupy Sandy is a coordinated re-
lief effort to distribute resources and volunteers to
help neighborhoods and people affected by Hurricane
Sandy. It has been started by those who have partici-
pated in Occupy Wall Street demonstrations in 2012.
Our choice of these two topics reflects two different
perspectives about the same broader event. During
the hurricane, there is a great deal of uncertainty.
The topic is also of great interest to a large group
of people, many of whom may not know each other.
The relief effort involves a more localized group of

people who are likely to know each other to some
degree. In fact, we tested the connectivity hypoth-
esis. We collected samples of equal number of users
from both datasets. We then computed the aver-
age number of connections to each other as friends in
the sample. This value was 1.5 for FR and 6 for OS.
Therefore, users in OS are much more connected to
each other. As a result, both datasets offer us with a
comparable study. They are on the same newsworthy
topic. But, after controlling for topic, they represent
two different contexts based on the level connectivity
and uncertainty. We compare and contrast credibility
measurements in these two different data sets.

We crawled both data sets using the Twitter Stream-
ing API starting from Oct 29th, 2012 for two weeks.
We applied keywords “#sandy” and “#franken-
storm” in order to generate the dataset FR during
the storm and “#occupysandy” to generate dataset
OS during the relief effort. The streaming API is
not rate-limited, so it was possible to collect a large
amount of tweets for our first data set FR. The second
topic OS was far less popular (Table 3). From each
dataset, we collected two basic samples of tweets, the
first is a random set and the second is the set of tweets
from users who had exchanged 2 or more messages
with others in our collection. The survey tweets are
a sample of 2,000 tweets each from each group with
a total of 4,000 tweets. This allows us to have tweets
from users with some social connectivity as well as
random users.

In our samples, we excluded the users who are out-
liers, with more than 5K friends and 50K followers.
These numbers were chosen as two standard devia-
tions above the mean for typical Twitter users. We
obtained these numbers by crawling the user info
from the 2011 NIST Twitter dataset 1 containing 16
million representative tweets from 2011.

Figure 1: Screen shot from the two MTurk tweet as-
sessment surveys.

1http://trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/
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1 ANNOTATING TWITTER DATA

To analyze the tweets in terms of credibility we con-
ducted two surveys. In survey 1 (Figure 1), we
showed the users the message text, the source picture
and retweet count, and sought three different types
of annotations related to information credibility: the
message is credible E, the message is newsworthy N

and the user is credible U. Note that message credi-
bility is extended with the additional source informa-
tion, as a result, we will refer to this as E. In total
381 participants took part. Participants also had an
option to select “can’t answer”. In all cases, assess-
ments of 3 on the Likert scale and “can’t answer”
responses were discarded.

The existence of images in the survey E may im-
pact the evaluation of credibility as faces are often
used to identify whether a source is trustworthy or
not [29–32]. In fact, facial evaluation is often much
faster than the evaluation of text due to the dedicated
processing of this signal in the brain. We expect that
source credibility judgments can be impacted by this
signal as there are only few other signals relating to
the source. Furthermore, asking questions on news-
worthiness of the tweet and the credibility of the user
frame the message credibility judgment. We will test
whether this frame had a noticeable impact in the
next section.

Set Name FR OS

Seed Authors in Entire Collec-
tion

2,154,735 24,463

Seed Tweets in Entire Collec-
tion

3,801,395 60,671

Annotated Tweets in Survey E 8,728 6,503
Authors of Tweets in Survey E 7,974 3,239
Annotated Tweets in Survey T 3,471 3,639
Authors of Tweets in Survey T 2,654 1,657

Table 3: Overview of the two topic-specific data col-
lections mined from Twitter.

To overcome possible issues related to the cues shown
to the survey subjects, we conducted a second survey
(Figure 1). This time participants were presented
with a definition of credibility, given as: “The mes-
sage states a true fact and/or is believable, regardless
of whether it is a newsworthy item or a personal de-
tail.”, and shown only the textual content. We sought
only a single ground truth T, whether the text is cred-
ible or not. In total 206 participants took part and
at least 3 annotations were obtained for each tweet
and the majority score was taken. If majority of the
raters agreed on whether the message was credible or
not, we used the corresponding label. Otherwise, this

message was excluded. In this case, no information
other than the text is available to judge credibility,
but credibility is defined for the users as a construct
more general than newsworthiness.

Both surveys were run using MTurk users. All as-
sessments were given in 1-5 scale. Participants were
presented with instructions, followed by a pre-survey
questionnaire and a set of simple filtering questions
to test for bots and other noise such as rapid tab-click
behavior. Each participant’s ability to rate was also
tested using this set of pre-test questions. Those who
did not answer the set reasonably were discarded, al-
though this was unknown to them at the time of the
study. Messages are then classified as credible (1) or
not credible (-1) based on their score.

As mentioned in the introduction, surveys are partic-
ularly useful for evaluating the text content of mes-
sages. But, there are a number of limitations. The
survey subjects are unlikely to be familiar with the
survey topic and are more likely to use heuristics to
evaluate the credibility of the message. Furthermore,
as it is very unlikely that the survey subjects are
familiar with the senders of the information, source
credibility information will not be based on prior in-
formation regarding the source. Hence, the use of the
survey is limited in measuring the credibility of the
message as a function of the expertise and reliability
of the source.

To overcome this problem, we compute a secondary
measure of credibility based on the fact that the mes-
sage was retweeted in the network. This means that
others in the network endorsed the message in some
way. We compute two ground truth values, RT is the
total number of retweets for a single tweet. All tweets
in our dataset get the same RT (for retweet total)
value as the original message that they are a retweet
of. However, these retweets may have happened be-
fore or after our collection. We also computed a mea-
sure of the number of retweets of messages during the
time of the collection by finding a set of tweets that
are retweets of the same message either by text sim-
ilarity or by their metadata. Again all the messages
in a retweet group are given the same value. We call
this second measure RS (for retweet sample). This
second value represents how the message was propa-
gating during the event we were monitoring.

We assign tweets an RS value of 1 if the message ap-
pears more than twice in our sample and a value 0 if
the message appears only once in our sample, disre-
garding the rest. Similarly, we assign an RT value of
1 if the message has a retweet count greater than one
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Abbr Description Credible Not credible

U user credible or not (survey 1) value 4,5 value 1,2
N message newsworthy or not (survey 1) value 4,5 value 1,2
E message credible or not (survey 1) value 4,5 value 1,2
T message credible or not (survey 2) value 4,5 value 1,2
RT message retweeted or not 2 or more times 0 times
RS message retweeted in the sample or not more than 2 times 1 times
NE credible among newsworthy messages N & E N & ¬ E

NT credible among newsworthy messages N & T N & ¬ T

RTE credible among retweeted messages RT & E RT & ¬ E

RTT credible among retweeted messages RT & T RT & ¬ T

RSE credible among retweeted messages RS & E RS & ¬ E

RST credible among retweeted messages RS & T RS & ¬ T

ERT credible and retweeted E & RT ¬ E & ¬ RT

ERS credible and retweeted E & RS ¬ E & ¬ RS

TRT credible and retweeted T & RT ¬ T & ¬ RT

TRS credible and retweeted T & RS ¬ T & ¬ RS

NERT credible and retweeted among newsworthy
messages

N & E & RT N & ¬ E & ¬ RT

NERS credible and retweeted among newsworthy
messages

N & E & RS N & ¬ E & ¬ RS

NTRT credible and retweeted among newsworthy
messages

N & T & RT N & ¬ T & ¬ RT

NTRS credible and retweeted among newsworthy
messages

N & T & RS N & ¬ T & ¬ RS

rERT relaxed version of ERT E & RT ¬ E ∨ ¬ RT

rERS relaxed version of ERS E & RS ¬ E ∨ ¬ RS

rTRT relaxed version of TRT T & RT ¬ T ∨ ¬ RT

rTRS relaxed version of TRS T & RS ¬ T ∨ ¬ RS

rNERT relaxed version of NTRT N & E & RT N & (¬ E ∨ ¬ RT)
rNERS relaxed version of NTRS N & E & RS N & (¬ E ∨ ¬ RS)
rNTRT relaxed version of NTRT N & T & RT N & (¬ T ∨ ¬ RT)
rNTRS relaxed version of NTRS N & T & RS N & (¬ T ∨ ¬ RS)

Table 4: The list of different ground truth measures used
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and an RT value of 0 if the message has never been
retweeted. A benefit of this method is that while
the survey is a post-hoc analysis, propagation looks
at how credible the message was at the time it was
traveling in the network. Information that was un-
certain at the creation time may be known by the
time the survey is conducted. The propagation infor-
mation also incorporates how credible the source of
the message was. The longer a message has traveled
in the network, the more credible we consider it to
be. Also, messages that are part of a long chain are
likely to originate from users with higher credibility
and reliability.

These measures of credibility serve as the basis of
ground truth. However, we note that it is possi-
ble to augment ground truth judgments by combin-
ing complementary approaches. For example, E and
RT provide different type of information about cred-
ibility. We expect both to be noisy indicators, but
we also expect the noise to be uncorrelated. As
a result, the combination ground truth that looks
at tweets that are judged as credible and were also
retweeted, is likely to be less noisy overall. Further-
more, these tweets constitute a more meaningful mea-
sure of ground truth, as credible messages that oth-
ers in the network found useful and/or interesting.
We will test in the next section various ways to con-
struct ground truth and how well they can be pre-
dicted. To our knowledge, this unique approach has
not been studied in any of the related work on pre-
dicting ground truth.

The list of ground truth measures tested in this paper
are shown in Table 4. We consider multiple defini-
tions of credible and not credible messages with dif-
ferent meaning and different levels of restrictiveness.
We consider multiple criteria for framing credibility.
For example, in NT, newsworthiness is the frame. The
credibility is defined only for newsworthy messages.
A message is considered credible if it is newsworthy
and credible. A message is considered not credible if
it is newsworthy and not credible. In RTE, retweets
is the frame. We consider credibility only for those
messages that are retweeted. The opposite class is
defined by negating all the conditions for semantic
clarity. For example, in NTRT, a newsworthy mes-
sage that is not credible will be not credible with
respect to T and not credible with respect to RT. We
also test more relaxed versions of the opposite set
using versions rTRT, rTRS, rNTRT, rNTRS. The re-
laxed version of ground truth measures are motivated
by whether the two sets of raters could agree if the
message was credible. The positive class corresponds

to the case where both sets or raters agreed that the
message was credible while the negative class corre-
sponds to the case where either of the two sets of
raters did not find the message credible.

U N E T NE NT RT RS

1.00 0.48 0.55 0.06 0.47 0.42 0.06 0.06
0.48 1.00 0.55 0.06 0.83 0.81 0.05 0.05
0.55 0.55 1.00 0.04 0.64 0.49 0.06 0.36
0.06 0.06 0.04 1.00 0.07 0.29 0.04 0.03
0.47 0.83 0.64 0.07 1.00 0.84 0.04 0.04
0.42 0.81 0.49 0.29 0.84 1.00 0.09 0.09
0.06 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.09 1.00 0.89
0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.89 1.00

(a) FR

U N E T NE NT RT RS

1.00 0.42 0.42 0.03 0.45 0.37 0.05 0.05
0.42 1.00 0.41 0.04 0.82 0.74 0.10 0.11
0.42 0.41 1.00 0.01 0.57 0.34 0.06 0.07
0.03 0.04 0.01 1.00 0.04 0.28 0.07 0.08
0.45 0.82 0.57 0.04 1.00 0.76 0.12 0.13
0.37 0.74 0.34 0.28 0.76 1.00 0.15 0.16
0.05 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.15 1.00 0.91
0.05 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.91 1.00

(b) OS

Table 5: Correlation of the various ground truth
measures for the two datasets.

V RESULTS

1 GROUND TRUTH SELECTION

In this section, we study the results from the differ-
ent ground truth collection methods. As described
in Section IV, we have conducted two different types
of user surveys. In the first, users were shown tweet
text as well as the image of the author and the retweet
count for the tweet. They were also asked whether
the tweet was newsworthy or not. In the second, only
the tweet was shown. We even removed any RT in the
beginning of the text to remove cues that the mes-
sage was retweeted. As a result, participants were
forced to read the messages and judge them on tex-
tual content alone. However, without any informa-
tion regarding the source, the survey takers lacked
a frequently used anchor for credibility. In the first
survey, they had a chance to base their opinions on
cues like author’s user image, the RT in the text and
actual retweet count.

We first look at the degree to which credibility judge-
ments are correlated to each other in the two surveys
(Table 5). High correlation would imply a stable way
to obtain ground truth information. The first thing
we notice is that E is not at all correlated with T. How-
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ever, NE and NT are highly correlated (0.76-0.84). As-
suming newsworthiness is a stable construct for sur-
veys, we can conclude that credibility judgments are
stable within newsworthy messages. But, without a
specific construct, it is hard to get a stable survey re-
sponse as subjects can use many different definitions.
Note that in the second survey, we did not ask for
newsworthiness directly, but used the ratings from
survey 1. Our method is not directly comparable to
survey in [1] that asks credibility for groups of tweets
not individual messages and does not ask for news-
worthiness of the message. However, the observation
that asking for credibility of a single or multiple mes-
sages without a framing construct may provide noisy
results is applicable in the general sense to any cred-
ibility study.

We also note that in the first survey, measures U,

N, E are highly correlated with each other (0.4-0.55).
This shows us that the source and information cred-
ibility are judged similarly. It is also likely that the
existence of questions regarding the newsworthiness
of a message had an impact on the framing of the
judgments of credibility. For example, it is likely that
newsworthy messages were more likely to be viewed
as credible, and vice versa. However neither E or T

are highly correlated with retweet based measures.
Hence, we cannot conclude that showing number of
retweets in E had a significant impact in credibility
judgments. This leads us to conclude that RT and
RS constitute an uncorrelated hence complementary
measure of credibility on top of the user defined cred-
ibility measures. We also note that RT measure is in-
formed by the knowledge of the message topic and
sender that is not available to the survey subjects,
and hence provides an independent type of credibil-
ity judgment.

RT and RS are highly correlated with each other,
which means that our sample (as in RS) is fairly rep-
resentative of the actual retweet behavior. This is
also due to the fact that we only consider whether
a message was retweeted or not, and disregard the
actual number of retweets. We do note however that
RT and RS ultimately measure a different behavior, at
the time of message for RS, versus in the long run for
RT.

2 PREDICTABILITY OF GROUND
TRUTH

Table 6 shows the accuracy achieved by our model
on the task of predicting different ground truth mea-

sures using 10-fold cross validation. For these tests,
we chose the best features for each ground truth us-
ing all our features. The total number of features
used in this section for each ground truth measure
did not exceed 10. A best feature study is presented
in the next section. We also show the baseline ac-
curacy which is measured as the prediction accuracy
a classifier would achieve if it ignored all predictors
and always predicted the majority class. This also
shows the class imbalance in the data. We also report
the Kappa statistic and the ROC Area achieved by
the model. The Kappa statistic represents how much
the classifier outperforms a random guess (ranges be-
tween -1 for the worst, to 1 for the best). The ROC
area represents the ability of the classifier to distin-
guish between the two classes (ranges between 0 for
the worst and 1 for the best). Prediction rates were
obtained using logistic regression which was chosen
because it achieved the best results overall. We ex-
cluded all features that were computed based on the
retweet counts while training our models to predict
ground truth measures that include RT or RS.

In general, FR is a more noisy data set in which pre-
diction is harder. For the task of predicting RT and
RS, our model achieved prediction accuracies of 0.87
and 0.95 in FR and 0.94 and 0.95 in OS. Survey based
measures (e.g. N, E, T) seem to be very noisy in
comparison and prediction using our features is not
very effective (not significantly better than baseline).

We then consider the problem of predicting credi-
bility of newsworthy tweets, for which we had high
correlation between NE and NT, and hence concluded
that these were stable constructs. These are also not
much better than baseline. Finally, we look at us-
ing retweet behavior as an anchor, and try to predict
whether retweeted messages are credible or not (RTE,
RTT, RSE, RST). Despite the fact that it is easy to pre-
dict whether a message is retweeted or not, it is not as
easy to predict the credibility of such messages. We
surmise that newsworthiness and relevance as mea-
sured by retweet rate are not good frames for obtain-
ing reliable assessments of credibility or to make good
predictions.

Our features yield significantly better predictive per-
formance (0.92-0.95) at predicting the combined
ground truth values (TRS, TRT) over both the FR and
OS datasets (tweets that are credible and retweeted
versus not credible and not retweeted). Similarly,
ERT, ERS also show similar improvements, but the
improvement over baseline is less significant in FR.
We are able to build better models to predict TRT
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(a) Dataset FR (b) Dataset OS

Figure 2: Accuracy of prediction using different ground truth values. The values next to each ground truth
value represents the Kappa value, representing how much the classifier outperforms the random guess (ranges
between -1 worst, to 1 best).

Ground
Truth

Baseline Accuracy Kappa ROC
Area

N 59.11 63.96 0.19 0.64
E 61.36 64.20 0.14 0.61
T 71.67 71.45 0.02 0.60
RT 64.59 86.97 0.72 0.92
RS 94.60 94.84 0.24 0.83
NE 87.03 87.03 0 0.51
NT 75.57 75.82 0.02 0.63
RTE 65.25 65.43 0.01 0.53
RTT 72.43 72.58 0.05 0.63
RSE 55.77 69.23 0.38 0.76
RST 67.16 76.12 0.43 0.78
ERT 52.87 87.05 0.74 0.92
ERS 92.73 92.98 0.24 0.84
TRT 60.69 93.24 0.86 0.95
TRS 87.03 91.64 0.60 0.94
NERT 78.93 93.77 0.80 0.90
NERS 75.00 84.09 0.56 0.89
NTRT 67.40 95.89 0.90 0.94
NTRS 84.85 93.18 0.73 0.77

Ground
Truth

Baseline Accuracy Kappa ROC
Area

N 57.52 58.81 0.09 0.59
E 60.29 60.20 0.01 0.56
T 71.92 71.84 0 0.58
RT 64.44 94.20 0.88 0.97
RS 78.29 94.89 0.85 0.98
NE 82.08 82.08 0 0.53
NT 74.59 74.29 0 0.59
RTE 64.29 65.15 0.04 0.55
RTT 74.72 72.70 -0.03 0.56
RSE 66.10 66.83 0.08 0.60
RST 77.51 77.95 0.06 0.63
ERT 52.72 93.84 0.85 0.97
ERS 67.69 93.25 0.85 0.97
TRT 60.18 94.84 0.89 0.97
TRS 55.44 95.26 0.91 0.98
NERT 78.07 96.11 0 0.53
NERS 66.77 95.89 0.91 0.96
NTRT 70.0 95.00 0.88 0.96
NTRS 57.19 95.41 0.91 0.96

(a) FR (b) OS

Table 6: Prediction for the various ground truth measures for the two datasets.

than ERT, but the difference is very small.

By combining these ground truth measures of credi-
bility and retweets, we are essentially finding agree-
ment between two sets of raters, from the Twitter-
verse and from MTurk. We had already concluded
that these two were complementary credibility mea-

sures. Therefore, we are effectively reducing noise
by combining two independent judgments which en-
ables us to make better predictions. This new ground
truth reflects all the desired properties of a credible
message: it appears credible and it is propagated
in the network. We see similarly improved perfor-
mance when we attempt to predict credibility within
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the context of newsworthiness. The combined ground
truth measures (NTRS, NTRT) represent the same mea-
sures of credibility on newsworthy tweets where both
sets of raters agree and our model achieves similarly
high prediction accuracy at this task (0.93-0.96). The
classifier also performs significantly better than ran-
dom, has high Kappa-statistic and has high ROC area
values.

It is interesting to note that the models thus built
on our features perform equally well at predicting
credibility over all tweets and over newsworthy tweets
only. We conclude that placing credibility in the con-
text of newsworthiness is not necessary to make good
predictions of credibility if we can find the right con-
struct of credibility and a robust ground truth mea-
sure. Ultimately, it is important to define the correct
construct for judging credibility if we wish to get reli-
able results. Furthermore, these results appear stable
across both datasets.

Dataset Ground
Truth

Baseline Accuracy Kappa ROC

FR rTRT 72.48 78.22 0.42 0.88
FR rTRS 95.95 96.13 0.21 0.87
FR rNTRT 68.94 79.42 0.53 0.88
FR rNTRS 95.74 94.24 -0.02 0.88
OS rTRT 71.79 83.28 0.59 0.90
OS rTRS 81.56 89.30 0.64 0.94
OS rNTRT 65.36 82.16 0.62 0.88
OS rNTRS 75.03 88.38 0.71 0.92

Table 7: Prediction for the relaxation of the ground
truth measures NTRT and NTRS for the two datasets.

Measures (rTRS, rTRT) and (rNTRT, rNTRS) repre-
sent a relaxation of these measures where the nega-
tive class comprises of messages where the two raters
could not agree that the message was credible. Al-
though this relaxation means we do not have as clear
a separation between the classes, it does mean that
we can make predictions and train over a larger pro-
portion of tweets. We present the performance results
in Table 7. We find that, despite the more noisy de-
scription, our model achieves relatively good predic-
tion accuracy (0.78-0.89 and 0.79-0.88 respectively)
at this task as well over both topic datasets. However,
these measures are not too different than baseline for
the more noisy data set FR.

We present examples of top and bottom most cred-
ible tweets as predicted by our classifier in Table 8.
We trained a supervised classifier using a 66% split

of a sample of the data using all of our features, and
obtained classification results of whether the tweet
belonged to the positive or negative class. Top and
bottom tweets were chosen based on the confidence of
the classifier that the instance belonged in the class
predicted. As we can see, newsworthy and cred-
ible tweets resemble news items more closely. On
the other hand, credible tweets for rTRS also include
messages meant for exchanging information. There
is a noticeable difference between top and bottom
tweets. Top tweets contain more credible sources
and more important information. Bottom tweets on
the other hand include more conversational tweets
in both cases, however bottom tweets for NTRS also
include links to other sources and declarative state-
ments more frequently when compared with rTRS.
We also note a statement in the bottom tweets for
TRS happens to be incorrect: the New York City
Marathon was in fact cancelled in contrast with the
speculation in this tweet.

Our findings and prediction results indicate that com-
bining human annotation and retweet based judge-
ments on credibility yields meaningful and robust
ground truth measures. Many such measures can
be constructed. We also find that it is possible to
make reasonably high quality predictions of credibil-
ity across different datasets using features that are
relatively inexpensive to compute. We note that we
achieve higher accuracy in predicting credibility of
individual messages than reported in [1].

3 BEST FEATURES IN DIFFERENT NET-
WORK CONTEXTS

In this section, we study the most predictive features
for different ground truth values and compare the two
different datasets corresponding to the two different
network contexts. As discussed in the introduction,
FR contains messages from a time of high uncertainty
when compared to OS. Similarly, users in OS have
higher percentage of social ties.

We use a heuristic based forward subset selection re-
gression (FSS) to find a linear combination of the fea-
tures that best predict the annotations in a given seg-
ment. FSS first finds the best single feature that ap-
proximates the given ground truth annotation. Then,
it adds the next feature that minimizes the leave-
one-out cross validation (LOO-CV) error until no im-
provements can be made to the LOO-CV error. This
process typically produces a very sparse set of fea-
tures and prevents over-fitting. We report only on
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Source Tweet Text

FR/NTRS

- RT @SportsCenter: Packers safety Charles Wood-
son said he’s donating $100,000 to the Red Cross for
assisting families hurt by Hurricane S ...
- East Coast power outages from Hurricane Sandy
reach 8.1 million: (Reuters) - East Coast electric
companies say o... http://t.co/wVER1VsO
- RT @cnnbrk: At least 50 U.S. deaths now linked
to #Sandy – among a total of 118 worldwide.
http://t.co/W3BSwLBL

OS/NTRS

- RT @OccupySandy: Today @520ClintonOS re-
ceived so many donations! So many, UPS has agreed
to donate a fleet of delivery trucks #mutualaid ...
- RT @OccupySandy: Dozens of new volunteers lined
up to get to work at the St. Jacobi #OccupySandy
hub. http://t.co/k66ZSbF9
- RT @OccupyWallStNYC: Where do I find info
to help #SandyVolunteer? http://t.co/HJEBBhdi
Keepin’ it Simple and REAL. #SandyAid #Sandy-
Help ...

FR/rTRS

- SANDY: Bloomberg - NYC put stickers on homes &
buildings in SI & other places in NYC with different
level colors to notify if they can enter
- Long Islanders Use Facebook, Google Docs to Find
Loved Ones Post-Sandy: Whether looking for a sk...
http://t.co/BbUiFuUU via @mashable
- RT @piersmorgan: I’ve changed my mind about
this - Mayor Bloomberg should postpone the NYC
marathon. Priority must be the #Sandy rescue ...

OS/rTRS

- RT @rhookinitiative: #RHISupports RT @shawn-
carrie: #ParkSlope needs volunteers to go to flooded
areas. Meet at 8th & Garfield. #San ...
- RT @AnthonyQuintano: RT @OccupySandy: Want
to volunteer doing #SandyRelief in NYC? Start by
filling our volunteer form: http://t.co/6CePyV2c
- RT @OccupySandy: NEW: Want to do some
#SandyAid in New Jersey? Check out our
NJ info page: http://t.co/MLRAlm58 and map:
http://t.co/35j ...

Source Tweet Text

FR/NTRS

- RT @TimTebow: My thoughts &; prayers
go out to everyone effected by Hurricane
Sandy. Please be safe & help each other
through thi ...
Garden City resident: Sandy was a rude
awakening http://t.co/wtQl3JK9
- @RZA ˜ @RedCross Donation Info Video
˜ @fema ˜ #Sandy ˜ http://t.co/hIIbnBUz
˜ to Donate $10 Text REDCROSS to 90999
breakingDawn XXX

OS/NTRS

- @OccupyWallSt @occupysandy ASIA AL-
MADEH woman 45 y lost her life by #death
gas Crimes of the repressive regime in
#Bahrain #HRW
- @forwardretreat @520ClintonOS @Occu-
pySandy Thanks for the suggestion. We are
currently coordinating with @520ClintonOS
- @ALAG Aims check out the wedding.g reg-
istry. It has what they need. @OccupySandy

FR/rTRS

- The adventures of @Hanssie & her 2 friends
trying to make it home after #Sandy #Get-
mehome http://t.co/CajGamps
- The mayor is clearly not going to cancel it,
so it is up to the runners to do the right thing.
#sandy #nyc #marathon #volunteer
- It’s cold here tonight so glad for heating. I
can’t think how cold it is for people affected
by #Sandy with no power/heating thinkin of
U

OS/rTRS

- @ opXpress @AirOccupy @JemaN-
dunerkant Did they actually do this to
anyone? #OccuChat #occupysandy
- @OccupySandy thank you! Just making
sure. :)
- . @hey haywood @OccupySandy The fun
thing with Clothes Mountain is as soon as it’s
sorted and out the door, IT REAPPEARS
from new donations!

(a) Examples of top tweets (b) Examples of bottom tweets

Table 8: Examples of top and bottom tweets from a sample for various datasets and ground truth measures.

those features with significance at 1% in Figure 3.

There are many differences between the two data sets.
There are also many differences between the ground
truths as expected, illustrating that these are in fact
different constructs. In almost all ground truth val-
ues, FR models employ a more diverse set of features
than OS. Also, the features in FR tend to include rep-
utational features like long chains (short chains in
OS in contrast) and user properties that would imply
that the user is a heavy Twitter user with the use
of mentions, hashtags and picking of favorite tweets.
There is also difference in the content based features
from FR, including different punctuation and use of
unique words. Overall, shorter messages are more
credible in FR and longer messages in OS. These dis-
tinctions could be due to different reasons. Users in
FR come from a more varied group, as anyone inter-

ested in the hurricane was likely participating in the
discussion. In OS, a specific group of people organiz-
ing the effort was more active. These people knew
each other and hence are likely to be more similar
in the way they talk. One conclusion could be that
there are a diverse number of features associated with
retweeted messages in FR as it comes from a diverse
set of users. As OS is from a more tight group of
individuals, the messages have more normative fea-
tures. One can also attribute this to the difference in
the nature of the discussion: in FR which is on trying
to assess the damage, while in OS in trying to orga-
nize others and give information. In OS, having more
broadcasts than directed messages is significant, but
not in FR. It is likely that most users in FR have this
property and the feature is not distinctive.

If we look at similarities across all the tests, citing
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news sources, not having mentions, use of ellipsis for
explanation or emphasis are uniformly important for
predicting credibility.

Features 
char!
word!
url!

retweet!
news!

num_mention!

lex_diversity!
news_words!

E T NE NT E T NE NT 

Legend            : positive               : negative!

Survey Based Ground Truths 

chat_words!

u-url!

u-prop-to!

ss_followers!

OS FR 

num_hashtag!

ss_length!

follower_friend!

default_img!
dialogue_act_type!

Features 
char!

question!
frown!

num_mention!
ellipsis!
news!

u-tweets!
u-mention!

RT RS 

Retweet Ground Truths 

u-directed-ratio!

OS FR 

RT RS 

Legend            : positive               : negative!

u-hashtag!

ss_length!
ss_followers!

word!

followers_log!

favourites_count!

Features 

u-favorite!

char!

exclamation!
num_mention!

ellipsis!
news!

u-directed-ratio!

u-tweets!
u-length!

NTRT NTRS TRT TRS NTRT NTRS TRT TRS 

Hybrid Ground Truths 
OS FR 

Legend            : positive               : negative!

favourites_count!

status_count!

u-propagation-energy!

question!

u-mention!

uppercase!

ss_followers!

lex_diversity!
news_words!

Figure 3: Best features for the different ground
truths in each data set.

Overall, we can easily conclude that the best features
for measuring credibility are highly dependent on the
network context and the specific ground truth stud-
ied. This line of study also opens up many inter-
esting new questions that can be asked by similar
comparative study of different data sets and ground
truth values. By seeing the differences between the
best features, we can better understand when certain
features are relevant and can make better informed
choices on modeling credibility.

VI A GUIDE TO STUDYING INFORMA-
TION CREDIBILITY

In this section, we summarize our findings into a num-
ber of action items that are applicable to all credi-
bility studies, in particular to feature based models
in microblogs. Any study on information credibility
must satisfy as many of the following requirements as
possible.

• Define the exact notion of credibility used in the
study and describe the credibility definition as
explicitly as possible.

• Use multiple credibility measures that are inde-
pendent or have different biases as much as pos-
sible. Combine these measures in the ground
truth construction.

– Credibility constructs that incorporate as-
sessment of textual credibility as well as
source expertise on a topic are expected
to be richer and more valuable constructs.

– In network activity is a good proxy for
measuring source expertise.

– User surveys are a good way to obtain tex-
tual credibility, but users may lack topical
expertise.

– In network activity can also be a good
proxy for measuring textual credibility,
but may incorporate uncertainty arising
from the lack of information at the time
of message.

• Test credibility measures in multiple datasets
to measure their correlation and prediction, to
ensure that they are stable constructs.

• Define credible and not credible message classes
carefully and unambiguously. Remove middle
range of responses.
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– One method to do this is by removing
middle range of responses from surveys or
other measurements.

– Another method to do this is by explicit
construction in which the “not credible”
class is the opposite of the “credible” class
for every measure used in it. For example,
if “credible” is defined as A and B, then
“not credible” should be defined as not A
and not B.
Note that this is not the logical opposite,
it throws away classes that are ambiguous,
i.e. A and not B and not A and B.

• If a specific frame such as newsworthiness is ap-
propriate for the given study, then define these
classes within the given frame.

Example: Given N is for newsworthy, credible
with N and A and B and not credible with N
and not A and not B.

• Design a survey to solicit user ratings that are
appropriate for the given definition and frame
of credibility.

– Users should be given the correct defini-
tion of credibility.

– Questions should be chosen carefully so
that they do not influence how users per-
ceive credibility.

• In feature based studies, do not forget that a
single model is not likely to apply to all possi-
ble decision contexts. Identify the relevant con-
textual parameters for the study, measure and
report them as much as possible.

– Possible contextual parameters include the
strength and type of ties between those
involved in a conversation. People will
likely use different words when talking to
a stranger than to a friend, and when talk-
ing to an audience versus a single person.

– Another contextual parameter is uncer-
tainty and risk. In situations involving
high risk (such as natural or other disas-
ters) and in times of high uncertainty, peo-
ple are likely to rely on the most trusted
information sources and have limited re-
sources for processing information.

We hope that future research will concentrate on
standardized ground truth data sets developed by fol-
lowing these guidelines and be made available to the
research community at large.

VII CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

This paper described a novel method of construct-
ing reliable and meaningful credibility ground truth
values for microblogging sites like Twitter at the in-
dividual message level. We have shown that survey
results can be noisy, affected by the specific framing
of the questions and may differ greatly from survey
to survey. Overall, it is hard to create prediction
methods with high accuracy based on survey meth-
ods alone. Retweet behavior is easier to predict with
network based features, but can differ from network
to network. However, these two measures convey dif-
ferent and complementary information about credi-
bility. We show that these two measures are uncor-
related in reality. Hence, by combining them, we are
able to get ground truth values that are less noisy,
can both be predicted with very high accuracy (0.93-
0.95), and also capture the properties of the type of
messages we would like to predict: credible text that
has been endorsed as important by the network. We
also show that while by framing credibility within the
context of newsworthiness we do achieve high predic-
tion accuracy, it does not necessarily result in a great
increase in performance. The most important part is
to choose a stable definition of credibility. In fact, we
show multiple such definitions in this paper and also
illustrate some that do not work very well. We show
that it is possible to measure credibility for newswor-
thy messages as well as for general messages with high
accuracy. These findings are true in both datasets
and the two different survey methods we study. We
have also shown that the best features for credibility
differ based on the underlying network context. As
a result, feature studies must carefully consider and
report on the relevant contextual elements. Exam-
ples of such contextual elements are cultural norms
for behavior, level of penetration of the social media
site and the type of users. In this paper, we show
that the social connectivity of individuals is likely an
important contextual factor. Our message based on
our findings is clear: any credibility study must care-
fully define and measure ground truth, and quantify
the relevant contextual factors.

We note that it is possible for messages to satisfy
these extended definitions of ground truth and still
contain misinformation. To improve further on such
a metric, we can consider more sophisticated mea-
sures such as the embeddedness of different sources
in the network. Investigating the effectiveness of such
expensive measures is future work. We also intend to
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expand this study further by looking at how ground
truth for other constructs such as expertise and in-
terpersonal trust can be constructed using a combi-
nation of complementary methods. Additionally, we
would like to expand our work towards understanding
topic based expertise and credibility.
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